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Garrett Borns is the real deal. The terrestrial pop hit-maker burst into our hearts earlier in 2015 when Taylor Swift
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announced to the world that she couldn’t stop listening to BØRNS’ “Electric Love”. Since then, BØRNS continues to gain the
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attention of the globe with a dreamy, vintage sound. I caught the band’s Indianapolis show on December 12th at The Hi-Fi.
Here’s why you need to see BØRNS in concert.
BØRNS was joined by two openers: The Vanity, hailing from Austin, Texas and PHASES, a groovy female-fronted four piece
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from L.A. Before BØRNS took the stage, PHASES entertained the crowd with 1980’s-inspired dance jam, “Silhouette”, and the
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ultimate happy pill, “I’m In Love With My Life”, amongst a handful of other vintage, party pop pieces. Both bands
successfully warmed up the crowd and set the tone for the fun, mellow concert.
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Even though BØRNS played to a sold-out crowd, the show felt as intimate as a friendly living room jam session. Lead singer
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Garrett Borns is one to behold. His stage presence is inviting and personal, but shrouded by an air of other worldly mystery.
Borns has been called this generation’s Bowie, but I’d argue that he’s got his own very genuine, very intriguing thing going.
Of the thirteen song set, it’s hard to pinpoint one song as being the best of the night because each one was performed with
passion, precision, energy and an invitation to a dreamy dance party. Born’s backing band (including keyboardist Misty
Boyce, bassist Jon Joseph, guitarist Connor Doyle and drummer Kristen Gleeson-Prata) impressed the crowd just as much as
Borns did with their undeniable musical skill and energy.
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Subtracting the hip hop beats, the band played a stripped down version of “American Money”, prompting someone to throw
a dollar bill on stage in jest. Fist-pumping anthem, “Dopamine”, whipped the room into a frenzy and led into crowd-favorite,
“Electric Love”. The single cover song of the night, “Bennie and The Jets”, transformed the room into a 1960’s pop-art party,
but left no room for comparison to its original singer. What I loved most about this show was the incredible quality. It’s so
easy to be disappointed by an artist’s live performances for not sounding as good as his or her recorded music, especially in
the electronic and pop genres. But BØRNS was perhaps even better live than on the recorded album.
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An honest evaluation? BØRNS’ psychedelic pop is the music we never knew we needed and you’d be doing yourself a huge
disservice to not see this band play live.
Check out our gallery below and visit BØRNS’ website for more tour dates. All photos by Alexa Goins.
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